ADVA N CE D AT T RIBU TES
Perfect your analytics and manage your company better than before. By adding the
possibility to configure attributes for vendors, customers and lot numbers, getting
insights has never been easier. Set up an unlimited number of attributes to organize
your data. The attributes are available in list views and fact boxes to quickly show you
the necessary information in order to help you make the right decisions. Furthermore,
you are able to use the attributes in your Microsoft Power BI solution to analyze your
data even further.

A DVA NCE D ATTRIBUTES

How to get clear insight
from big data?
With the use of attributes on customer, vendor and
lot level you are now able to aggregate data to a
level that suits you and your company the best. Set
up attributes on a level and create groups to simplify
reporting, making sure it has the maximal value and
help you and your management in making decisions
based on correct and clear data.

Is that specific lot number
suitable for my high
demanding customer?
By making use of lot attributes, Foodware 365 helps
you in making sure the right product reaches your
ever more demanding customer. By setting up
default values and updating them during the
processes, like quality checks, you will always have
insights on the current status of a lot number.

Add attributes to pages for
informational purposes
With Foodware 365 Advanced Attributes you are able
to promote item, customer, vendor and lot attributes
to their corresponding list pages. The promoted
attributes are shown in the list pages so you can
search and filter them, helping you out to find the
desired record, or set of records. Do you need a
quick list of retail customers, just configure the
attribute and off you go!

A DVA NCE D ATTRIBUTES

Gain insight of your items, customers,
vendors and lot numbers today!
Make use of the functionality Foodware 365 Advanced Attributes and configure
groups, assign them to your items, customers, vendors and lot numbers and start easy
searching, filtering and reporting!
Features and benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create your own Customer, Vendor and Lot Attributes
Filter and search attributes in list pages
Aggregate data for valuable & clear reporting
Group item, customers, vendor and lot numbers
Differentiate lot numbers by assigning attributes
Organize and group the data to fulfill your company needs

About Foodware 365
Foodware 365 is the foremost food solution based on Microsoft Dynamics 365.
following years of experience and leveraging the feedback from thousands of users,
Foodware 365 is the next generation of business apps for food companies running
Dynamics 365, both Finance & Operations and Business Central. Even more, Foodware
365 goes beyond the business applications, aiming to leverage the full suite of the
Microsoft platform including Office 365, the Microsoft Power Platform and numerous
Microsoft Azure Services. Thanks to our modular approach, food companies have full
flexibility with regards to the apps their organization needs.
For more information, please visit our website: www.foodware365.com
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